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ABSTRACT  

There are several ways to achieve protection of information follow between user and client from attack, misuse or unauthorized 

access straightly, one of these ways is steganography, steganography is a science of secretly data transfer using different 

multimedia like audio, text, video or image as a carrier. In the current paper, the author proposes another steganography 

procedure that it is easy to find and hard to break by an outsider . It based on combine between ASCII Mapping Technology 

(AMT) with book cipher encryption method using the image as an encryption key for the book cipher. The (AMT) technique is 

used to create an encoded table by mapping the text message and match some bits with that of the image,  The proposed 

procedure was tried and the outcome shows its robustness and low computational cost beside it maintain image quality. 
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 ______________________________________________________________________________________________

1. INTRODUCTION  

In the present world the fundamental worry of the data transmission over a communication network is the assurance of 

information from unapproved client. To manage this issue a few data concealing instrument exists like, steganography, 

Cryptography, Digital watermarking and so on. The initial two systems gives assurance on information though the third one gives 

the confirmation over the information utilizing some tag or marking on certain items like text , audio , video , image [1]. 

Steganography is fundamentally made out of the accompanying two words: Stegno and Graphy. "Stegno" is a Greek word which 

really signifies "covering" whereas "Graphy" is a Greek word signifies "composing". On the whole, steganography signifies 

"covered writing" which connotes the rationale to cover or hide whatever written [2]. The basis of Cryptography involves 

receiving some data that is readily readable and to encrypt this data into a new format 

 Encryption transforms original information, called plaintext or clear text, into transformed information, called cipher text, code text or 

simply cipher, which usually has the appearance of random, unintelligible data [3].  

Essentially information hiding is the mean task of Steganography it is a significant system since it doesn't allow the assailant to 

distinguish if there is any message. This strategy fundamentally accentuation on hiding as opposed to secure data. Data in which 

mystery information is covered up is called transporter or cover object while information which is covered up is called stegno 

object [ 4]. 

1.1 Overview of Steganography  

Steganography can be applied on various multimedia types like image, audio, video and text , see Figure 1. The carrier known as 

the signal, Steam or data file into which the hidden data is hidden by making modification. In our research we will focus on image 

steganography. 

 
Figure 1:   Steganography Categories According Carrier Types 
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Text Steganography: In this technique, basics of text are used to hide data based on format based and random method such as 

capital letter, tabs and spaces [5 ]. 

 

Image Steganography: Image intensity and pixels are used as covered object in which text as stego object is used. Some commonly 

used carrier objects in image steganography are GIFF, JPEG and BMP etc. In this technique, pixel values and intensities are 

changed based upon stego values in such a way that changes in covered objects remains approximately unnoticeable [ 6]. 

 

Audio Steganography: In this technique, audio in various formats like .WAV, .MIDI, .AVI, .MPEG as covered object is used. 

This technique is very popular due to high popularity of voice over IP (VOIP). Various methods are applied in audio based upon 

its characteristics like low bit coding, phase coding and spread spectrum [6]. 

 

Video Steganography: Video, basically combination of pictures in particular sequence is used as covered object in various formats 

like .MP4, .MPEG, .AVI etc. In this technique, discrete cosine transform (DCT) alters pixel value of image which is impossible to 

interpret by human eye due to Negligible change in the picture[5]. 

 

1.2 Steganography Goals And Challenges. 

The goal of Steganography is to hide the important information of communication by embedding the secrete data to transmit into 

digital media file such as image or text file. 

     The challenge associated with Steganography techniques are influenced by the following factors. 

1-Invisiblity: implies that the stego-image looks very similar to the original image [8]. 

2-Payload / Capacity: defines the amount of secret data which can be hided in the image [7][9]. 

3- Robustness against statistical attacks: Peak signal- to – Noise Ratio (PSNR) and Mean Square Error (MSE) are two most 

fidelity parameters which are used to measure the robustness against statistical attacks [10].  

4- Computation Complexity: It is a computation of the expensiveness of the embedding and extraction process of a hidden 

message [11]. 

 

2. INFRASTRUCTURE 

2.1 Book Cipher 

Book cipher is an old encryption method, It was used by George Scovell for the Duke of Wellington's army in some campaigns of 

the Peninsular War (A.D. 1807-1814). Even in Cold War. The Book Cipher encryption is done by using a particular key to 

encrypt and then later decrypt a particular piece of information. This particular key can be a book, or any other piece of text. In 

other word [3] . In a book cipher, a message is translated into numbers using a specific book, dictionary or other text. The 

numbering system can vary, but typically it is based on page numbers, line numbers, word numbers or character numbers. The 

plaintext is translated letter by letter, or word by word, into numbers that represent each letter or word. The book or text therefore 

acts as an encryption key. The strength of the Book Cipher lies in it being homophonic in nature, which allows a single word to be 

replaced by the locations of an infinite number of the same word used in another book. [3] 

There are reasons for the decline of usage of the book cipher , These reasons can by summarized by the following points 

1. The reference books had to be digitalized, uploaded and stored in a database on the computer, which seemed redundant at the 

time. 

2. If the hacker knew the language of the reference book, then it became easier to find the book in question. 

3. Some constraint related to the plan text like, if the word doesn't exist in the key, the addressing of the spaces and the repetition 

of words. 

 

2.2 ASCII Mapping Technique (AMT)  

This technique is used to create an encoded table by mapping the text massage and matching some bits with that of the cover 

image [12], this done by convert each character of the secret message to ASCII code then convert it to binary number (8- bit) . 

Also the pixels value of the cover image convert to binary number (8-bit), then each binary value of the secret message spilt to (1-

bit, 2- bit or 4-bit) and take the first part of the first character and compare it with the LSB of the binary value of the cover image , 

when matching found store the location of the matching pixels , this process repeat for all character of the secret message. 
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3. THE PROPOSED TECHNIQUE 

    The main idea of the proposed technique is combining between the (AMT) ASCII mapping technique with the book cipher, 

this technique presents a different way of implement age old encryption technique. This technique used cipher book with image as 

reference key, As there is an infinite supply of images available on the web easily this will reduce the effect of the brute-force 

attacks , these reference keys (Images) will play important role in  the encryption and decryption of plain text. 

Suppose two users (User A and User B) want to exchange data securely. Note that User A reference key (Image) not same as User 

B reference key (Image), But each users know the reference key of the other end user.  

User A will follow the following steps to encryption the secret massage. See Figure 2   

1- Spilt each word in the secret massage in the individual litters then get the ASCII code for each litter. 

2- Convert the ASCII code to binary number (byte). 

3- These binary number (bytes) spilt to (1-bit, 2-bit or 4 bit)  

4- User A convert the pixel value of the (Red or blue or green) channel of the reference key (Image) to binary number 

5- User A take the first splitting part (for example 1 bit ) of the first litter of the secret massage and compare it with the LSB (1 

bit) of each pixel of the reference key , when matching found store the location of the matching pixel, this proses will repeat 

for the separation parts of secret massage . (See table 2) 

6- User A will send only the locations of the matching pixels to user B without the reference key. (See Fig 2) 

 

Figure 2: diagram illustrate the proposed technique 

At the other side the recipient will follow the steps below to decryption process 

1-After the matching pixels locations has been successfully transferred to the receiver's side , firstly user B obtain the binary 

values form the reference key depending the received matching pixels locations. 

2- Grouping the binary value to obtain a byte. 

3- Convert the byte value to decimal value 

4- Convert these decimal values depending on the ACSII table to obtain the original secret massage. 

 

4. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

The proposed technique has been designed by using Visual Basic 2013 as programming language , the program was building in 

personal computer has 64-bit operation system (Microsoft Window 8.1) 

the proposed technique take into consideration the constrains of the book cipher and overcome then, for example when used the 

traditional book cipher and have a word in plain text and this word does not exist in the reference key , this issue can by overcome 

in the propose technique by splitting all the  words in to character and convert in to ACSII then convert to binary value and this 

binary value spilt in to bits, in other word the traditional book cipher compare word and in the propose technique compare bits. 
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Also the addressing of space can be easily overcome by the propose technique simply the space ACSII value (space = 32) in the 

ASCII table and this value can be easily treated as treat the characters of the words. and the propose technique can by apply on 

other different characters like ( @ , ! , #, % , .... etc). Beside the purpose technique keeps the reference key (image) unchanged 

because the image plays the role of the key to encode the secret massage. 

 

4.1 Case Study 

Let's suppose User A want to send this secret massage (high) to User B , Table #1 show the characters of the secret massage and 

how it splitting in to 2-bit binary value. 

 

Table 1: character ACSII and binary value and splitting (2-bit) string 

 

 

Table#2 shows the matching pixels locations for the 2-bit splitting binary value. 

Table 2: splitting (2-bit) string with pixels coordinates 

 

Figure 3 show applicable example of the proposed method, in this example a short message used (cat) to send form (user A) to 

(user B). As seen the word (cat) is too short and it contain three litters and by splitting these litters in to (2-bit) binary string we get 

a 12 sets of 2-bit string. 

 

 

Figure 3: The Receiver use the correct reference key 

After applying the AMT to generate the pixels coordinates we see that all x-coordinate are (0) that mean this word 2-bit location 

all listed in the 1
st
 row of the image, as message light increase the x-coordinate will jump to 2

nd
 row. 

Fig4 show applicable example of the proposed method where the receiver used incorrect reference key (not same as user A 

reference key) and the receiver get incorrect message ( Zƒ)  while user A send the message (cat). 
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Figure 4: The Receiver use incorrect reference key 

 

5. CONCLUSION 

There are many aspects that consider during the conclusion; some of them are security, capacity, flexibility and robustness 

 Security: - the most important reason for choosing this encryption method is that it has infinite key space. 

Flexibility: - the propose technique can divide the binary sequence of the secret massage in to (1-bit , 2-bit and 4-bit ) segment that 

ably on the book cipher ( as high the segment light it get more difficult to decrypt the massage by the hacker. 

robustness: -in the decryption phase the receiver must use the same reference key that the sender use to generate the location list 

(X,Y) if the receiver use different reference key or the location list interrupted by the man in the meddle attack and they do not use 

the correct reference key for decrypt the secret message , they will not obtain the original secret message. 

Capacity:- this new technique can apply in all mainly JPEG , PNG , BMP image file format an as much the image size increase 

more text can be encrypt without go back to the beginning of the image if the matching process reach the end of the image and the 

binary string not finished . Also this method can be extended to any other language also. 
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